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“We are making real progress.  If we can complete this effort – and again I say 

“if” – and can reach a satisfactory solution to the all-important outstanding 

issue of enforceability as well as some other concerns, we might be able to have 

an agreement that helps us turn the corner in our economic relationship with 

China.  Let me be clear: much still needs to be done both before an 

agreement is reached and, more importantly, after it is reached, if one is 

reached.” https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-

releases/2019/february/opening-statement-ustr-robert 

The meetings were held as part of the agreement reached by President Donald 

J. Trump and President Xi Jinping in Buenos Aires to engage in 90 days of 

negotiations with a view to achieving needed structural changes in China 

with respect to forced technology transfer, intellectual property 

protection, non-tariff barriers, cyber intrusions and cyber theft of trade 

secrets for commercial purposes, services, and agriculture.  
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to identify countries that deny adequate and effective protection of intellectual 

property rights (IPR) or deny fair and equitable market access to U.S. persons 

who rely on intellectual property protection.   

“Some analysts have considered the secrecy around the U.S. report on Section 

232 tariffs as leverage which Trump likely intends to use in the U.S. trade 

negotiations with the EU.” 

"We're trying to make a deal. They are very tough to make a deal with," Trump 

told reporters at the White House on Wednesday. "If we don't make a deal, we'll 

do the tariffs." http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-

02/23/c_137845093.htm 
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“As the sword of Damocles hangs over the European automotive industry, the 

trade ministers discussed the bloc's trading relationship with Washington. 

European Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom has called on EU 

governments to decide soon to start negotiations with the United States. 

She also warned "there is full support" from member states to hit back if the 

United States were to levy the tariffs, escalating the transatlantic tension.” 
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Speaking to German newspaper Die Welt, Mr Barnier said: “We know that there 

are misgivings in Britain that the backstop could keep Britain forever 

connected to the EU. This is not the case. And we are ready to give further 

guarantees, assurances and clarifications that the backstop should only be 

temporary.” 

“…suggested he will recommend that MPs back it – if the prime minister 

secures new assurances on the Irish backstop.” 

“May’s decision last week to hold a vote on delaying Brexit if her deal is 

rejected again, coupled with Labour’s coming out more clearly in support of a 

second referendum, have been key factors in persuading many Conservatives 

to consider switching their vote to support the prime minister.” 
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senior-tory-mps-soften-opposition-to-brexit-deal 
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